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- **Where:** Paris-Est University, ENPC 6-8 av Blaise Pascal, Cité Descartes à Champs (map), Room M001, 1st floor, Maupertuis wing
- **When:** Tuesday March 26, 2013 at 2PM GMT + 1
- **RSVP:** sylvie.cach@univ-paris-est.fr
- **Presentation in English**

Over the last decade, both the European and U.S. economies have felt the impact of a new race for global innovation advantage, and the troubled state of both economies shows that neither has responded effectively to this challenge. **Dr. Robert D. Atkinson, President of the Washington, DC-based ITIF think tank (Information Technology and Innovation Foundation)** and author of "Innovation Economics: The Race for Global Innovation Advantage" will discuss how nations and the world are competing for innovation advantage, what the implications are for the U.S. and European economies, and what both regions must do to win the race and restore robust economic growth.

This conference is part of a tour in France from March 25 to March 27 organized for Rob Atkinson’s by the Office for Science & Technology of the Embassy of France in the U.S.

**More information:**
Robert ATKINSON
président de l’ITIF
Information Technology and Innovation Foundation

donne une conférence sur le thème :

Europe and America in the new Race for Global Advantage: will both win?

le 26 mars 2013,
à 14 heures

l’École des Ponts ParisTech / ENSPS
6, allée du Nancy-Poniatowski
Chargé de Marne 771 - CI-El Descanso
Ateliers de la Maternité, salle M101, 3ème étage

Contact : secrétariatparisest@parisest.fr

www.paris-est.fr